Cafe racer wiring diagram

It actually looks like a bowl of spaghetti â€” like if you unwound it and made it a straight line it
would go from here to the moon. I want to take motorcycle wiring and give you the motorcycle
wiring simplified version. I am not denying that those stock diagrams are not complex. They
include the proper routing and connections for every possible accessory â€” turn signals,
horns, etc. Some of us though are DIY-ers. Put another way, what if you want to run a basic
diagram or are building a stripped down cafe-racer or scrambler? You may not have turn
signals or maybe you just need an absolutely basic setup in order to test fire your newly rebuilt
motorcycle out â€” just the basic set of wiring and connections necessary to fire up your prized
possession to see how it runs. That is what this post is about. You can actually wire things up
from scratch in about half an hour and be ready to give the bike a kick and listen. In a prior post,
I go into 10 amazing pieces of advice for how to do your wiring right. Again, this post is about
what it really takes just to get that engine running. My current harness is actually drawn on a
piece of graph paper my wife gave me, but what was the initial basis for that diagram. It was the
two drawing below. I like these the most, because they are clear and easy to read â€” plus the
Homer Simpson looking character on the first one. Together, these two will get you wired up
and ready to go in under an hour. If you enjoyed this Motorcycle Wiring Simplified post, please
like or share on Facebook , tweet on Twitter , or like on Instagram. It is a one-stop shop for all
your DIY motorcycle repair information needs. Christopher was born in a small-town NY and,
over the years, owned a couple dozen different motorcycles, ranging from cruiser to enduro,
Japanese to American. He started HappyWrench in as he wanted to share his passion for
motorcycles with other people. Spread the love. How to Change Your Motorcycle Battery. May
29, 0. February 28, 0. February 22, 0. April 25, 0. About The Author Christopher. Stuck in the
middle? The stock wiring harness is one of the things you want to strip down to a minimum. If
you take a look at your workshop manual, you can see that the original wiring looks extensive
and complex. There are a lot of different bikes, but when it comes down to electronics, you can
all put them in 2 boxes: fueled by a carburetor or fuel injection. You can choose for an option
without battery and starter kickstarter only. Motorcycle wiring can be a real pain in the ass,
especially when you're not familiar with wiring and electronics just like me! If you want to
simplify the wiring of your bike and your life! This intelligent device functions as aâ€¦. Please
note: this is a list of vintage motorcycles, because we like the old timers best: All Honda
CB-seriesâ€¦. MotoHangar is specialized in customizing and restoring Japanese classics. For
customization, they offer different "packs" to choose from with a fixed price and a standard set
of modifications. Summary of the works: A Honda CB featuring,â€¦. Working on a gpz and was
wonder about wiring coil pickup straight to coil. It got 4 wires from pickup 1 blue 1 yellowish
brown and 2 black with white stripes. So questions what to do with the 2 black and white. I want
to go with the kickstart only option on a Honda CM Is there anything I am missing for it to be
functional? Thanks a lot mate. Turning my Guzzi T5 into a Cafe Racer and after a lot of thought,
have decided to ditch the old electrical system and start a new one from scratch. Will be basing
the system on your sketches! So once again thanks and wish me luck! Will those diagrams
work for my 78 cb Having trouble getting my battery to take the charge back. Got brand new anti
gravity batt. Seithed the points out for electronic ignition with Dyna coils. E3 spark plugs with
Spiro pro 8 mm wires. All new wire through out. Got a key switch with push button electric
start? Please help. Im just beginning the process of moving the electrics on my gssx to a tray
and want to strip as much away as possible. There is sensor that will not allow you to start the
bike unless the clutch is pulled. Can i remove that without running into any problems? Basically
my question is can i just follow the wires of the things I do not want and remove them
compketely? I appreciate any input. I am installing the m-unit basic on my VFc. No one shows in
any install example of hooking up an electric fuel pump. What is with that? Do you have a wiring
diagram that will use the stock speed sensor? I cannot seem to find anything. Thanks for the
comment and your question. We do not have such a diagram, but it might be wise to check out
the BMW Custom and classic bikes page on facebook and post qour question there. The
simplicity of my wiring problem is exceeded only by my incompetence in anything electrical.
Two wires come from the trigger, the coil stands lonely with a spade connector on one end, the
stator has two wires coming from it â€” one hot and the other appears to be a ground. Can you
help with guidance on what should be wired to what? I have trouble with a flashlight. A wire
grounded out and melted my wiring harness and fuse box! I ordered them and noticed I have so
many unused factory wires and hope this diagram can help me simplify things. Your email
address will not be published. We roll on our readers submissions, so if you want to show off
your custom motorcycle: submit your brew! Thank you for subscribing. Something went wrong.
Skip to main content Skip to secondary menu Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer Home
Submit your brew! Invested in a MotoGadget M-Unit? Views: Related Posts. MotoGadget M-Unit
Wiring Motorcycle wiring can be a real pain in the ass, especially when you're not familiar with

wiring and electronics just like me! Comments Working on a gpz and was wonder about wiring
coil pickup straight to coil. Good luck! Hi Jake, Thanks! Looking forward to your finished
project. Hello, Thank you for the informative write up. Thank you so much! Hi Gene! Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer BikeBrewers. Photo credits
Guest bloggers Newsletter Privacy Advertise. Search The Blog Search the site Newsletter
Signup Sign up and be the first to see new custom bikes! If you are planning on re wiring your
cafe racer and don t know where to start grab a seat. Sometimes people are just trying to fix
their blinkers and aren t familiar with how motorcycle electrics work but more often than not i
get requests about trimming down electronics for custom riders. Simple cafe racer wiring
diagram. One of the most simple and complete cafe racer wiring diagrams with a battery and
starter i ve found. Cafe racer wiring diagram effectively read a cabling diagram one provides to
learn how typically the components within the system operate. Hopefully you ve seen our post
on what the electrical components do in your custom bike or how to pick the right cafe racer
parts. You may not have turn signals or maybe you just need an absolutely basic setup in order
to test fire your newly rebuilt motorcycle out just the basic set of wiring and connections
necessary to fire up your prized possession to. This is not a how to wire your motorbike only a
simple guide on the pathway in this video i go through a few tips on understanding cafe racer
wiring t. Simple motorcycle wiring diagram for choppers and cafe racers. Saved by kenny
bolyard. Simple motorcycle wiring diagram for choppers and cafe racers i get a lot of questions
about wiring motorcycles. This is also a clear wiring diagram. And if you prefer some more
visuals this is a nice wiring diagram. For instance when a module is powered up also it sends
out a new signal of half the voltage in addition to the technician does not know this he d think
he provides an issue as he or she would expect the 12v signal. Cx cafe racer cafe racer
motorcycle scrambler cafe racers cb motorcycle wiring moto scooter cafe racer parts brat bike.
There s one for every situation. Put another way what if you want to run a basic diagram or are
building a stripped down cafe racer or scrambler. Instructions and diagrams for re wiring your
cafe racer. Wiring diagram with accessory ignition and start electrical. Pin On Cafe Racer Build.
Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Share This: tweet. It doesn t quite cut the same silhouette as the
original sportclassic. Ducati monster cafe racer conversion modification tail kit ducati monster
cafe racer conversion modification tail kit ducati monster cafe racer conversion modification tail
kit ducati monster cafe racer by frc moto bikebound. Some find that they want a two seater cafe
racer so they don t bother modifying any part of the frame. This will produce the most optimal
seat pan. How to make Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. I
get a lot of questions about wiring motorcycles. An essential part of building any sort of
chopper, bobber, cafe racer, brat bike, or rat rod is getting rid of all the unnecessary items. The
above diagram is from a Honda CB Custom dual cam bike. A lot of the controls can be removed,
blinkers, gauges and indicators, relays and switches. Below is a generic wiring diagram I
whipped up that can be used as a guideline. This diagram is setup to run a headlight and brake
light, keep your battery charged, and have a keyed ignition. When working on your existing
wiring loom it is best not to just start cutting wildly like I do! Inside your headlight is where
much of the wiring converges, so is a good place to start. Remove your headlight and start
trimming back the sheaths. Slice back the sheaths of the wiring loom as far as possible to
expose the wires inside. If this is your first electronics exploration, start with something easier.
An easy starting point is the blinkers. To remove your blinkers, unbolt them one at a time, then
trace the wires through the cut open sheath. But, you should be able to follow the positive lead
from each blinker all the way to the flasher relay which will be near the battery and rectifier
under the seat. You can remove all of this wiring, the relay, and of course the blinkers. Keep
going one item at a time. It will do everything you need. It should be noted that my diagram
caters to my desires â€” I generally remove the switch controls on the left side of the
handlebars, and the ones on the right if possible often times the throttle housing and switches
are a single unit. I replace my controls with simple switches picked up from radio-shack, and
mount them where ever pleases me at the time. In this picture I had one switch overriding the
keyed ignition, and another activating the starter. It was kind of a weird setup, but the only
photo I have handy. When removing things you always want to make sure they are either not
being utilized or serve no essential purpose. If you have questions, please ask them either here
in the comments or on my new Motorcycle Repair Forums. I do my best to help out everyone
who posts. Also â€” for some of you who are more adventurous and are looking for a hardcore
diagram for modifying a kickstart only bike to run sans battery â€” have a looky:. A reader
recently had a very note worthy comment. My diagrams above have the brake light controlled by
the same switchable power source as the headlight. This means that you must turn on the
headlight for the brake light to be active. Hans graciously sent me an edited version of my

diagram with the adjustment on it. Have a look:. If Negative ground â€” Negative side of Coil
goes to Points.. Is this correct?? I bought a r ninja engine, had a loom ext and injection carbs
but I really just wanted to remove all the loom and injection carb which I have done and
replaced with a zzr carb, I made my own loom which took some doing when you know nothing!
But I managed to get 2 cdi units and actually got the plugs to spark and the engine to turnover!
But then found that the plugs where not sparking correctly but more like takers sparking like
lightning?. Can anybody please help me?.. You can earn additional bucks easily, search on
youtube for: how to earn selling articles. Awesome write up! Exactly what i was looking for. I
have suzuki gs Before i start tearing down do i need any additional capacitors of any sort to run
bike without battery. Great article! For the XS there is a kick start back p. That would be
awesome if I could. I was thinking and it looks like your diagrams support this that we dont
need to run extra cable, if we can just attach to the closest bit of frame. Aside from the actual
lights, a battery, and some wire, I have no idea what I need or where to start. Can you help me
figure out a wiring diagram and tell me what pieces I need, like solenoid, rectifier, etc. Any help
will be greatly appreciated. I know that writing articles is boring and time consuming. But did
you know that there is a tool that allows you to create new articles using existing content from
article directories or other websites from your niche? And it does it very well. The new posts are
high quality and pass the copyscape test. Hey, I'm Evan and this is one of my motorcycle sites.
Evan Fell Motorcycle Works. You might have checked the wiring diagram for your bike already
and seen something like this: The above diagram is from a Honda CB Custom dual cam bike.
But anywayâ€¦.. Have a look: Mar 30, Evan Fell. Rebuilt and Ready to Go. Older comments.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Click to cancel reply. KTM mx Piston. If you are still missing any of
the parts for your build, make sure to check our custom pieces in our Online Shop. Before you
think about wiring, mount everything on your bike from coils to your lights and speedo. Start by
mounting your battery, and figuring out where your electrics tray will go. That should house
your. Some people prefer to run 1 wire the length of the bike and tap off for the active wires, in
my mind this way tends to lead to a lot of joins and if that 1 wire has an issue, your bike is going
to have big problems. I like to use a Terminal strip and join all the positive wires in the electrics
tray. I separate the terminals into sections. Shown here is our Latest Black Box control module
with optional accessories kit that includes a terminal strip and 2 micro fuse holders. Before you
get going, make sure you use quality connectors or solder joints and heat shrink your
connections. Now fire it up! I know there are simpler ways to wire a bike however in my
experience, a little extra work here can save you heart ache if there is ever a problem. Simple
fault finding is what I aim for. Please leave me your comments below! Can I apply this simplified
electrical scheme to my bike also? Thanks a lot. Thanks for getting in touch. Seriously helpful
guide, no BS just simple, basic, hook this up to that. Hey guys! Great guide in helping
newcomers in the cafe wiring world. Hi Tylar, If you follow the diagram yes you link the battery
to the main fuse. The size of the cable depends on your power needs, in most cases A should
be ok. It depends on your bike. Thanks for sharing anyway. I would urge you to look further into
your bikes electrics, also read our other electrics blog which explains things further. The M-unit
is a good bit of gear although a little complicated. So I had just bought a 78 Cbt hawk and have
read that this bike is really hard to rewire? Am I reading miss information or what? I definitely
want to clean up the triangle and this will definitely help. Is there anyway you could help? If you
need a workshop manual with wiring diagram shoot me an email. Thanks for the diagrams. My
question is, how would I wire the bike without electric start, just kick start only? Would you
happen to have a wiring diagram for a Suzuki Intruder VS ? I am having trouble finding one
online but I intend to use the diagram you provided above with hopes that it will at least get me
started in a positive direction! Hey man love the simple wire diagram got something similar in
my 82 gs was wondering if I can put all my grounds on one bolt in my drop pan under my seat is
welded to the frame. What gauge wire should I use for the accessories and what size should
come off of the battery posts? The Gauge Wire should be dependant on what the accesory is. I
generally will use 0. The battery posts I believe are 10mm2 cable multistrand flexible. The
information provided is general in nature and the specific cable size and fuxntiobality will be
specific to your bike. I just discovered your websiteâ€¦. All of your info and articles are gold!! I
have the wiring harness still intact with things labeled from where I took them off. Assuming the
wires are still good by checking things with a voltmeter do you tend to reuse them or just start
from scratch and do all the wiring yourself? I wil generally try to re-wire the whole bike. Hi Tom
Great article- thanks! The wiring is a mess two colors of wiresâ€¦only. Few Questions 1 The bike
is kick start only â€” what do i need to address that? Stoked you liked the article. With a
kickstart only it means you need a lot less battery power. You can hide a tiny battery
somewhere on the bike. I usually use 1. Wow that was unusual. Anyhow, just wanted to say
great blog! You can also directly download a PDF wiring diagram to help guide your project

[â€¦]. Great guide, thanks for helping all builders out there! Hi there, great information, thank
you. I appreciate your time, Thank you. I like the way you briefly discussed the circuit part. I
hope people will get benefits from this post. Completely agree â€” blinking lights in adverse
conditions are difficult to judge distance with. Which is why I always run two different light
styles in such conditions. Tom, In neither your charging circuit, nor the lighting circuit do you
show a relay for the starter, or the headlight. The argument being made is the massive electrical
pull of the headlight, and starter will over amp the headlight switch and kill switch. The starter
motor I always use a relay, but the kill switch and headlight I dont. All my bikes run LED lights
with low amp draw and generally they run a black box module that has in built relays to handle
that load. No doubt that is great writing, your article very informative and interesting. I have
gone through entirely and each word, I appreciate your points of view. Sometimes I was
thinking to get over, but due to a heavy working schedule, I can not. Amazing post! That is the
Black Box control module, it makes our button switches easily control you motorcycles
functions. Easy to fit, easy to About Tom My purpose throughout this endeavor has been
delivering the build experience to those who otherwise may not have ever had the chance.
Taking an inclusive approach with your custom motorcycle project and focusing on making you
a part of the experience. In parallel to this I also pour my energy into the manufacture of high
quality, detail oriented and above all easy to install components for your motorcycle project.
November 25, at am. Tom says : Reply. November 25, at pm. Kyle says : Reply. December 26, at
pm. January 27, at pm. Thanks Kyle, Gald it was of help! Tylar says : Reply. May 10, at am. June
13, at am. June 21, at pm. Hi James, I would urge you to look further into your bikes electrics,
also read our other electrics blog which explains things further. Skyler Kite says : Reply. July
16, at pm. Jody says : Reply. August 19, at am. Josh Scully says : Reply. October 12, at am.
Thank you, Josh. Purpose Built Moto says : Reply. October 12, at pm. Hi Josh, Thanks for
getting in touch. Your best bet is to buy or download a workshop manual for your specific bike.
Good luck with getting it all together. Devin lindholm says : Reply. December 4, at am. Ton says
: Reply. Steve says : Reply. December 18, at pm. Hi Steve, The Gauge Wire should be dependant
on what the accesory is. January 13, at pm. Hi David, Thanks for getting in touch. Anonymous
says : Reply. January 16, at am. February 17, at am. February 21, at am. Hey Steve, I wil
generally try to re-wire the whole bike. March 5, at pm. Jon says : Reply. May 22, at am. June 5,
at pm. Hey Jon, Stoked you liked the article. Hope that helps. September 19, at am. September
20, at pm. Top 5 wiring mistakes to avoid when wiring your custom bike. December 28, at pm.
January 3, at pm. Norris says : Reply. March 8, at pm. March 11, at am. Randall Andrews says :
Reply. April 29, at pm. What is that circuit board in the middle? Dave says : Reply. August 30, at
am. September 2, at pm. Jason says : Reply. August 24, at pm. Thanks Tom you are a lifesaver,
thanks for making it easy with the pdf downloads! Thanks Jason. August 25, at pm. September
6, at am. September 6, at pm. Hi Tim, This is a general guide, but will apply to any 12V
motorcycle system. September 9, at pm. Thank you very much for your help. September 23, at
pm. Ashley says : Reply. October 26, at am. Ijaj Bargir says : Reply. October 27, at pm. Jason
Matthews says : Reply. April 11, at am. What are your thoughts? April 14, at am. Hey Jason, The
starter motor I always use a relay, but the kill switch and headlight I dont. Hope that helps man!
David Kalton says : Reply. June 2, at pm. Hey Tom, No doubt that is great writing, your article
very informative and interesting. By the way, this has broadened my knowledge. Thanks for
sharing. Alexandro Luan Rauschkolb says : Reply. July 5, at am. July 6, at am. Hey Alexandro,
That is the Black Box control module, it makes our button switches easily control you
motorcycles functions. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
For me, anyway. I am not very good at simply following instructions like purchase these
components and then do this and that. So, here is my take on what is going on in any electrical
system that is employed in any motorized vehicle. The heart of the electrical system is the
battery. It powers everything. Exactly like the battery in your phone or the battery in any of your
power tools. To recharge a battery, we need a source of electricity. At home, it is easy. Plug
your phone into the wall outlet and it all happens automatically. Enter the alternator. Neither the
rotor nor the field coil are magnets themselves and so they cannot generate a magnetic field. In
order for the alternator to work, the field coil must be magnetized. When electricity from the
battery is sent to the field coil, a magnetic field is generated, which, through the rotor, is
effectively rotating inside the stator coil. This induces electricity. Exactly the same kind of
electricity that Michael Faraday observed in his experiments mentioned above. The electricity
produced in this way is then used to recharge the battery. Fair enough. But, there is a problem.
An alternating current cannot charge a battery. So, a way must be found to turn the alternating
current AC into direct current DC. Enter the rectifier. The rectifier is essentially a bunch of
diodes inside a housing. They allow only positive or negative charges to go through. So, the AC
goes into the rectifier, the positive charges go through one set of diodes, the negative charges

go through another set of diodes and as a result DC comes out. Job done. But, now, there is
another problem. What happens when the load on the battery is low you are riding on the
highway in daylight and the only electrical current consumed from the battery is going to the
coils, which fire the spark plugs and that is not much at all? The DC current coming from the
rectifier will charge the battery completely and if that current is uncontrolled, the battery will
eventually become overcharged. Enter the voltage regulator. This gizmo is placed between the
battery and the field coil. When the battery is fully charged, the voltage regulator reduces the
electrical current going to the field coil consequently reducing the current that goes to the
battery. Here is a very basic schematics showing how the alternator, voltage regulator and
rectifier are connected. All 3 go into the rectifier and all 3 are turned into DC. Once the left side
cover is removed, here is what we are going to see. The labeled connector in the photo is where
the harness coming out of the engine is connected to i. The three yellow wires coming out of
that connector carry AC from the alternator. The red wire is directly connected to the battery.
Power to it comes down the black wire once the ignition is switched on. Power to the field coil is
sent via the white wire. The green is ground. The ignition coils are energized. The field coil is
magnetized. Kick the kick start and the engine fires, the alternator starts producing electricity
AC , the rectifier turns it into DC, which goes to charge the battery. Once the battery is fully
charged, the voltage regulator makes the alternator produce less electricity so the battery is
always optimally charged. Cycle complete. What this teaches us is that all that is needed for the
machine to run is: ignition switch, battery, voltage regulator, alternator, rectifier, ignition coils
and points. None of these components can be eliminated without negative impact on
performance. Everything else is, more or less, optional. A fuse or fuses are a prudent addition.
A headlight, tail light s , brake light s and turn signals as well as their
mazda cx 2010
454 rv engine
ford ranger trouble codes
associated switches and relay may be required by law. If the electric start is to be retained, then
the starter relay and a start switch will be needed. With this in mind, a brand new harness can
easily be put together. If the original components are not available or desired, many quality
aftermarket parts can be used. First is a KO-K1-K2. Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Have a
Question? Contact Us My Account Wishlist. T-shirts Helmets. Polishing Services Vapor Blasting
Service. I like to know how things work. The two thick black vertical lines to the right of the
alternator represent a connector. Taking a look at the back of the electrical components box, we
can see the voltage regulator. Thanks to: Kyril of Black Square Motorcycles, very informative.
Below a CBF Diagram. Steve Carpenter. Little bit of work on Customers CBF today. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

